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Abstract: We have formulated particle-hole states by coupling in J and T eigenfunctions resulting 
from diagonalization of (sd)'l and p"2. A central particle-hole interaction is assumed and the 
results for the negative parity levels with A = 16-19 mostly compare well with experiment. In 
particular it is important to include three hole states in x~O. The structure of the positive parity 
levels in mass-18 is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The shell model is well suited to the study of the low-lying energy levels of light 
nuclei. The basic approach is to choose a subspace of shell-model configurations 
which is assumed to represent the main degrees of freedom of the system. The task is 
then to predict as many nuclear properties as possible. The correctness of the con- 
figuration assignment is determined by a comparison between theory and experiment. 
In the region of  t60  many calculations have been performed where the 160 
system is assumed to constitute a closed and spherical core. The degrees of freedom 
responsible for the nuclear properties are then attributed to the additional particles 
or holes outside the core. In this description one is restricted to energy levels with the 
same parity as the ground state. However, in several cases low-lying levels with 
different parity occur which can only be explained on the basis of excitations of the 
core. A particularly striking example of this is the ½- level in 19]- at 0.11 MeV. In the 
case of  energy levels with the same parity as the ground state, it has now become clear 
that particle-hole (p-h) excitations are important. Cohen et al. 1) have demonstrated 
in their pseudonuclei calculations that many nuclear properties can be insensitive to 
the precise configurations involved, but the discovery 2) of 0 ÷ and 2 + levels at 
5.3 MeV in 180 clearly shows the insufficiency of the original model in that it is 
unable to reproduce the correct number of  levels. Other examples of  "missing" 
levels 3-6) include the 1 ÷ level at 1.70 MeV in 18F, the ½+ level at 3.22 MeV in 190 
and the 0 + and 2 + levels at ~ 7 MeV in 2°Ne. A study of electromagnetic transition 
rates in this region 7-9) also shows the necessity of  particle-hole excitations. The 
pseudonuclei calculations show the importance of  comparing all possible data with 
model predictions, particularly the E2 rates. 
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In the last few years several calculations e.g. refs. ~- 19) have been done where core 
excitations are taken into account. The main problem is the large number of available 
configurations. To overcome this difficulty physical arguments are used to select a 
few particular excited modes of  the I60 core which are assumed to be the dominant 
additional configurations in the wave function. The approach in selecting p-h con- 
figurations has been to use the SU3 classification scheme or a deformed coupling 
scheme with a Nilsson-type single-particle potential well. The idea of deformation is 
connected with the fact that the p-h excitations produce energy spectra of the type 
J(J+ 1) and large electric quadrupole transition rates. 
In this situation it seems of interest to look for an alternative approach where the 
assumptions about the structure of the excited modes are less restrictive. The problem 
is to look for those p-h excitations which are energetically favoured and determine 
their energy positions relative to the particle configurations. In the approach presented 
here we have used as a starting point an idea discussed by Arima et al. 3) which can be 
classified as a "weak coupling" model. The main assumption is that the correlations 
between particles in the same major shell are of predominant importance and the p-h 
interaction can be treated as a small perturbation. Accordingly we select our p-h 
states by combining eigenfunctions obtained by solving the nl particle problem in 
the sd-shell and the (12-n2) hole problem in the p-shell. We can then study the extent 
to which the p-h interaction destroys this simple picture and the ability of the model 
to reproduce experiment using a relatively small number of states. We shall restrict 
ourselves to consideration of the lp and 2s-ld shells only, assuming that excitations 
involving the ls or lf-2p shells are of minor importance. 
In sect. 2 we define the weak coupling model and point out the necessary steps in 
the calculation; these are then discussed in detail in sects. 3 and 4. In sect. 3 we give 
the solution to the eigenvalue problem for hi(n2) particles in the sd(p) shell. Sect. 4 is 
devoted to the calculation of the required particle-hole matrix elements. The results 
are presented in sect. 5, starting with a general discussion and giving a detailed com- 
parison with experiment in subsects. 5.1-5.5. Subsects. 5.1-5.4 deal with the negative 
parity levels in the nuclei with A = 1 6 -  19 and subsect. 5.5 the positive parity levels 
in mass-18. Our conclusions are presented in sect. 6. 
2. The model 
In the shell-model description we express the Hamiltonian of the system in the form 
H = HI+Hz+ V12, (1) 
where HI(H2) is the Hamiltonian operating on the coordinates of  the sd(p) shell 
particles and V12 gives the interaction between the p- and sd-shells. The basic form 
of  the wave function is defined to be 
I¢~J~M~-) = [l(sd)"~,l Ji TI)IP"2~2J2 T2)]:MjruT 
= E C(yl %)C(r2%)l(sd)n '#, ,J l  TI,  P*'~,,Jz 7"2; JT), (2) 
l t~a 
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where subscripts 1 and 2 label the sd- and p-shells respectively. Additional quantum 
numbers v and ? may be required and as indicated the latter represent in general a 
linear combination of basis functions with the chosen labels c~ (see sect. 3). The square 
brackets indicate that dl and ./2 are coupled to J, with z-component Mj ,  etc. We 
shall suppress the quantum numbers Mj in the wave functions for simplicity. The 
wave function defined in eq. (2) will be referred to as a n t  particle-(12-n2) hole state. 
We can then write for the ordinary shell-model basis with only the sd-shell unclosed; 
~,,,,2 \ = [l(sd)"'~,d, T,)Ip'2J2 = 7"2 = 0)].hu., ,r tur,  (3) yt.itTtMTt/ 
For our formulation the wave functions of eq. (2) are chosen as eigenstates of 
Ht + H2, so that 
Htl(sd)"'~t J t  T~ M r , )  = E;:j,T,MT,I(sd)"'Yl J ,  T, Mr , ) ,  
H2Ip"2r2 ./2 T2 M r , )  = E;~j,TaM,~IP"')'2 "/2 T2 Mr2), (4) 
where ET:rMT represents the binding energy ofn  particles measured relative to a closed 
frO core. The matrix elements of H are thus 
nlll 2 t l l ' n "  2 (4~,:TMrIHI~,.jTMT) = ¢5,,n,, ~5,2,, 2 ~ C(T, Mrt Tz Mr,; TMr) 
M'r  t (M' r  2 ) 
NI ~2 x C(T; Mr, T 2 Mrs; TMr){(E,,:,r,M., + Er2j2r2Mr)bw ¢Sr,r', 
n I 1 ~ t l l  1 2 NIN2 n ' l N ' 2  --(~,,~,r,MT IVx214~,. ~,,r. MT,>~5~2,.,~Sj~j,2 ~Sr, r,,}+(~,jrM~lVt21~,.jrM~ ~. (5) 
t p In the case n~ = nt, n 2 = n 2 the last two terms together give the p-h interaction. 
The Mr  dependence of this equation is due to the Coulomb interaction. The final 
solution is therefore obtained by a diagonalization of H within the chosen basis, the 
off-diagonal matrix elements being determined by Vt2 only. 
The necessary ingredients for the calculation are therefore the solutions of the eigen- 
value problems posed in eq. (4) and the matrix elements of Vt2. 
3. The shell-model problem for n particles in an oscillator shell 
We shall formulate only the sd-shell case, pointing out any modifications required 
for the p-shell. The Hamiltonian has the usual form 
H, = ~ ~,+ Z V(r,j), (6) 
l l < j  
where the single-particle terms are adjusted to reproduce the experimental single- 
particle spectrum and V(rij ) represents the residual two-body interaction. We shall 
use this interaction to determine the relative spacings of levels. We obtain ground 
state interaction energies which are very close to those deduced from experiment but 
we prefer to take the experimental values for the relevant binding energies relative to 
trO, thus including Coulomb effects empirically. 
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We use the L-S coupling scheme and for the sd-shell the wave functions are further 
classified by the (/t/t) quantum numbers of the SU3 group introduced by Eiliott 20.21 ). 
This has the advantage that rather few terms are needed to provide a good description 
of the eigenfunctions. The calculation has been greatly facilitated by recent work on 
the SU3 group. The orbital coefficients of fractional parentage (SU6 ~ SU3) have 
been calculated by Akiyama 22) and the Wigner (SU3 ~ R3) and Racah coefficients 
of the SU3 group have been tabulated by Vergados 25) and Hecht 24). We shall adopt 
the phase conventions of Vergados which have the advantage that the Wigner co- 
efficients are all real. 
We use the second quantization formalism and define a single-particle state by 
[(/tO)ljmm,) = a~o),m,,,[O), (7) 
where m and m t are the z-components o f j  and the isospin and /t = 2(1) for the 
sd(p) shell. The radial oscillator wave functions are as defined by Elliott 20). The 
T(aO)  creation operator a~o)lj,,,., transforms as a SU3 tensor . tj,~,,. The Hermitian con- 
jugate atao)lj.,,., has the transformation properties 
( -  j - . +  _ . , .  
The form of our n-particle wave function is 
I(sd)' Jr) = l(sd)" [fJ(/t ,)xLSJr), (8) 
where the partition If], labelling SU6, specifies the orbital symmetry and x distin- 
guishes states with the same L-value within a given (/t/~) representation. It is essential 
that x be an orthogonal label if we are to use the recoupling techniques in SU3 
analogous to the familiar Racah algebra of R3. We therefore use the orthogonal 
x-label introduced by Vergados which is closely related to Elliott's non-orthogonal 
K-label 25). For simplicity x will be omitted unless it is needed for a complete speci- 
fication. In the case of the p-shell [f] and (/tp) are equivalent since the states span a 
representation for a unitary transformation in three dimensions. 
Using the two-particle coefficients of fractional parentage (c.f.p.) we can write the 
matrix elements of a two-body operator 
((sd)"[f,](/t, #l)Xi L~ S, d~ 7",1 ~ V(r,i)l(sd)"[f~](2; la;)K'~ E, S; d~ TI) 
i < j  
= ½n(n- 1) Z <(n -2)[f"](2"I~")S"T"; ( / t . u . )S .  Tml}n[f,](/t,/~I)S, Tt)a 
x ( ( n -  2)[f"](/t"#')S"T"; (2; la'~)S'.. Tml}n[f;](Z1 la;)S'~ T,) a, 
x ((2"~")x"E'(/t~,la.,)L..ll()., ~,)K, Lt)a((/t"#')d'E'(/t',.l~,)L'll(/t', Id,)x', L't) a. 
[E' L., L , ) ( L "  15'., L',, 
× x l s "  s .  s, x s" s'. s', I 
\ j , ,  \d"  dm J, J= dt /  
x ((sd)2(/t., U,.)L,. Sm: Jr. T.,[ V(r, 2)l(sd)2(/t~,/a~,) L'., S~,; J,. T,,). (9) 
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We follow the convention that when the summation indices are not specified the sum 
is to be taken over all labels which occur only on the right-hand side of the equation. 
The coefficients X are defined in terms of the 9-j symbol by 
X E = e,e(~// E , 
H H 
(1o) 
where C = x/2C+ 1 etc. 
The SU3 Wigner coefficients are defined by 
1(2, #1)xl L~ Ml)p  = ~ <(2"la")x"L"(2,,,la,,,)x,,,L,,,ll(21 #,)x~ L~),, 
It"L" 
K,nL,,n 
x [l(,l"a")¢'L">l(;.,. a,~)xM L~,b]L,M,, (11) 
where the label p is needed because (2tF ~) may occur more than once in the product 
(2"g")  x (2,,F,,) i.e. the product in general is not simply reducible. The coefficients 
which are not tabulated may be obtained by use of the known SU3 Racah or recou- 
piing coefficients za.z,) and the usual Ra U-coefficients in the relation 
<()."/*")x"L"(~,,./a=)K,. Lmll(,a., ~,)K, Li)p 
P 
× u((,~"~,")(,l, u.)(a, ~,)(~.p ,,p); (, i 'd)(& ~,,,))~ 




x ((2~ F,)x, L,(~. a/~a)xa Lal I()-,~ 14,,)x,,, L,,,> U(E'L,, L, La; E L,,,), (12) 
where we have suppressed the p-labels on the right since we shall be dealing with cases 
where they are not needed, i.e. 2, or/~, is zero and 2 a o r / , ,  is zero. 
The two-particle c.f.p, may be obtained from the one-particle c.Lp. by the relation 
((n - 2)[f" ]()."#')S"T"; (~.=m~)S~Tml}n[f, ](2i*,, )S, T, >~ 
= ~. <( , -2)[ f" l (~ ."U")S"r";  (20)½½1}(n-1)[f'I(;,'u')S'T'> 
× <(,,- I)[f ' l(a'u')S'T';  (20)½½1}nU',l(;.im)S,T,> 
x U(()."#")(20)(,1,~,)(20); (a'~,')ta.~,.))~ 
x U(S"½SI½; S'Sm)U(T"½T, ½; T'Tm), (13) 
and the one-particle c.f.p, is factored following Jahn and van Wieringen 2s) 
((n~-I)[f'](2'#)S'T'; (20)½½1}n[f~'l(a~/z~)S~ 7"1) 
= ( n , , ~ *  ' ) . ' '  ' s ' r '  s <[f](-Ja);(20)l}Ef,](2,/~,)){[.~ 1 ;½½1}[],] ,g l )  I, (14) 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































168 P.J. ELLIS AND T. ENGELAND 
where n I is the dimension of  the irreducible representation I f ]  of the symmetric 
group and I f ]  and [f]  are conjugate representations. We use the spin-isospin c.f.p. 
tabulated by Jahn and van Wieringen 25) and the orbital c.f.p, tabulated by Akiya- 
ma 22). For the p-shell we, of  course, requires to replace (2/~) = (20) by ()4~) = (10) 
in eqs. (13) and (14) and since the label [ f ]  is redundant the orbital c.f.p, are unity. 
For the one-body operator we can derive an expression analogous to eq. (9) where 
instead of the two-particle c.f.p, we use the one-particle c.f.p, and the factor ½n(n- 1 ) 
is replaced by n. 
3.1. PARAMETERS AND RESULTS 
For the p-shell the single-particle parameters are taken to reproduce the p~-t-p~-t 
splitting of  6.16 MeV in tSO and the two-body matrix elements are taken from the 
results of the fit to the p-shell data carried out by Cohen and Kurath (case (8-16) 
2BME), ref. 26). 
In the sd-shell we use for the d~-s½ and d~-d~ splittings 0.87 and 5.08 MeV respec- 
tively, obtained from the experimental 170 spectrum. For the two-body matrix ele- 
ments we use a version of those Kuo and Brown have calculated from the Hamada- 
Johnston potential which closely resemble the values quoted by Kuo 27). The dimen- 
sions of the energy matrices increase rapidly through the sd-shell and we found it 
necessary to reduce the basis somewhat. The SU3 scheme is well suited to this and 
from the results of FIores and P6rez 6.28) we find that the omitted configurations 
typically contribute ~ 1% to the low-lying eigenfunctions and less than 0.1 MeV 
to the eigenvalues. 
For later computational convenience we have restricted the eigenfunctions to have 
a maximum of  five components, renormalizing and slightly adjusting for orthogonality 
where necessary. Some very small amplitudes have also been omitted and the omitted 
configurations contributed a total of 12(l) 9/o for the sd(p) shell in the worst case. 
The relevant eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the sd- and p-shells given in tables l 
and 2 respectively should therefore be a good approximation. For the purposes of 
estimation 2°F and 2~Ne have been represented by only one component suggested by 
the work of refs. 29, 30). We shall use throughout the notation J, J*, J** to refer to 
the first, second, third states having the same J, but increasing excitation energy. 
4. Calculation of the particle-hole matrix elements 
We now require to calculate the matrix elements of  V 12 in order to evaluate the 
last two terms of  eq. (5). We distinguish two types: the matrix elements diagonal in 
particle number (DPN) where n~ = n'l and n2 = n~ and the matrix elements off- 
diagonal in particle number (ODPN) where n t = n'~ +2  and n2 = n 2 - 2 .  We shall 
discuss the case of an interaction which is scalar in the space, spin and isospin variables. 
Extension to more general cases is straightforward. 
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4 .1 .  T H E  D P N  M A T R I X  E L E M E N T S  
We can write the potential in the form 
v,~ = E ~ o { ( ~ ,  ~ , ) ~ , ( ~ ) ;  ~ - }  
't 't × [[a~o~ a~o,]~ ,  ~,,~,~'~'J~r [a~, o, o~, o,]a~,,~.~..,~r], = ~ = o. (15) 
The quantities 3V" D are given in terms of antisymmetrized two-particle matrix ele- 
ments by 
= Z ( -  1)~"* ~ , ÷ ' ~ ' ÷ ~ ÷ ~ *  • L ~ I ' ( . ~ )  -~ 
II'L 
ST 
× <(20)l(02)1'11(~, fi,)~, .L ~a> U(ll'l 1 ; .oq~L) 
× u(~½½; ses)u(½½H; 3-T)<n;LSTIV,21rl;LST>,,s, (16) 
where we have used the relation ((10)1 (01)111(,~2~2)Le> = ( -  l)X'÷~'+ 
The (,~fi) quantum numbers take the values: 
sd-shell: (~,/7,) = (20) × (02) = (00) + (11 ) + (22), 
p-shelh (,~2fi2) = (10) x (01) = (00)+ (11). 
We can then write for the matrix elements of V~2 
<(sd)"~, J, T,, p"'cq J, T2 ; JT[ V, ~l(sd)"'ct; J~ T,', p"a~ J~ T~; J r >  
= E ~ o { ( ~ , ~ , ) ~ , ( ~ ) ;  . ~ r } j ~  ~,~(y~ 7 '9- '  
× v(J~ J j . r , ;  J, J~)V(r~ w ~ r ; ;  7", Wi) 
x A(n, =it J, T, or', J; T;; (~, fi,)~,, . ~ S P J 3 - )  
x A(n,~2J2 T2a;J'~ Ti; (,~2 fi2)-ZSeg~¢-), (17) 
where 
= ½n, ~ . ~ x  s i ~ S, <(2~,/,;)x~, L'~(2,~,)ff,-~ll(;t,~,)x,L,>p 
J, J J, (, "Jr 
×f,( (~ ,  ~,)(~; ~;)(2'#')(,L ~,)) u(~e½s,  s';  ½s;) u(3-½ r, r';  ½ T:) 
× <(n,-1)U'](Z'z')S'T'; (A,0)½½1}n,[L](a,#,)S, T,> 
x ( (n , -  l)[f']().'ff)S'T'; (A,O)½½1)n,[f'](ZIZ,)S', T'), 
G((~,  ~',)(~; ~,')(~'#')(L ~,)) = ( - l )~a . -  ~.. +,.. + , -  ~.~ 
• t t (dim ~ ! ~  . . . . . .  
x \ dim (2/1 ) ! U((2,11,)(OA,)(2,F,)(A,O), (2/~ )(1,/t,)), ,  
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the dimension of an SU3 representation 
d i m ( 2 / 0 =  ½ ( 2 + l ) ( t t + l ) ( 2 + / J + 2 )  and A 1 = 2 ,  A2 = 1. 
4.2. THE ODPN MATRIX ELEMENTS 
For these matrix elements we write V12 in the form 
v,2 = E ( -  1:  "+')+#~oD{(~, ~,)(L ~2); - ~ : }  
t ? x [[at2o)a<2o)](l,~,)zsps~rEatto)at,o)]<x,~,}~s,~r]1:r= o . (18) 
The quantities ~/'oD are given in terms of the two-body matrix elements by 
~oD{(;h ~,)(;h ~2); a "~3}  = ¼(1-(- ~)~'+~'+') 
x ~" ((20)l(20)l'l[(,~,fq).~)((sd)211'; .£aSa,C'lV121p~; .£a6~'3"), (19) 
Ii" 
where we have used the relation ((01 ) 1 (01 ) 1 II ( ~ 2 / ~ 2 ) - / ' )  = ( - 1 )~' .  The (~fi) quantum 
numbers take the values 
sd-shell; (~,fi ,)  = ( 2 0 ) x ( 2 0 ) =  (40)+(02)+(21),  
p-shell; (~2/72) = (01)x (01) = (02)+(10). 
The ODPN matrix elements then take the form 
((sd)" '+ 'a,  J ,  7'1, P'*a2 J2 7"2; JTIV,2I(sO)"'a'I J', T;, p..+2a~ j~ T;; J r )  
= Y ( -  lY "+~''-~'+*'+*'*-'++a" +~'-~"':o,,{(,t, t~,)(,h ~); ~ ' }  
x 0(7"2 T~ 'T ; ;  T, T~)U(J2JJJ ; ;  S, J'2) 
× B(n, ~, J, T, ¢, S', r;; (~, g , ) . ~ e ~ : r )  
x B(n 20~ J~ T~ a2 S2 T2 ; (fi2 ~2)-.~,-9"J.~'), (20) 
where 
n(n,o,,S, T, ~; J; r ' ;  (L ~,) .~SeJ:)  
= ( (n ,+2) (n ,+  1))½X ,~  S, 
\s, j J, 
× F+ <(z; u',)~" L',(L ~,)-~ll(;., u,)K, L,>, 
P 
× (n,U']O; u;)s; rt; (L ~,)~e:l}(n,+ 2)[f,]0,~,)S, W,>,. 
The application of eqs. (17) and (20) is simplified by noting that the contributions 
from the sd-shell (Ax, Bt) and the p-shell (A,, B2) can be evaluated separately and 
may be required several times during the course of a calculation. Eqs. 02)-(14)  and 
the appropriate c.f.p. [refs. 22.25)] are also needed. 
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4..3. T H E  I N T E R A C T I O N "  V12 
For the D P N  matrix elements, which involve the same number of  holes, we use for 
V12 the Gillet potential 31) which is of  the form 
Vo(W + M P ~  + BP~j - HP~/)e -'2u/~2. 
Gillet fitted the interaction to the l particle-l hole ( lp - lh )  negative parity states in 
160, obtaining the following parameters: Vo = - 4 0  MeV, W = M = 0.35, H = 0.40, 
B = - 0 . 1 0  and b/It = 1.0 (b = (h/mw)~). 
For the O D P N  matrix elements it is unlikely that the effective central interaction 
would be exactly the same and indeed use of  the Gillet interaction results in matrix 
elements which seem too small. We therefore use for VI 2 a Rosenfeld interaction which 
would be roughly appropriate for (sd) ~1, namely 
v = Vo( I4" + M P ~  + BP~ -- H e b )  e -  ,o/~, 
full  a ' 
where the Rosenfeld parameters a2) are W = -0 .13 ,  M = 0.93, H = - 0 . 2 7  and 
B = 0.47 and we take Vo = - 5 5  MeV and b/it = 1.3. Using the Kallio-Kolltveit 
interaction aa) with a reasonable value of b we get closely similar matrix elements, 
except that there is no interaction in odd states. This difference is not important here. 
These matrix elements with the Rosenfeld interaction seem somewhat too large, 
but we believe this may be attributed to spurious state effects. If  one considers the 
problem of 2p-2h states in 160, it has been pointed out a4)that  a state exists which 
simultaneously has a large overlap with the 2s spurious state and a large off-diagonal 
matrix element with the 0p-0h state (9 MeV with our Rosenfeld interaction, v). Of  
course the completely spurious 2s state has zero matrix element with the 0p-0h 
state, the cancellation being effected by the lp - lh  2hco excitations. These lp - lh  states 
are necessary to completely separate the 2hto c.m. excitation. The above large matrix 
element means that if the 0p-0h state is allowed to mix with the complete set of  2p-2h 
states, the admixture in the resulting ground state eigenfunction will contain a con- 
siderable spurious component.  This extra spurious mixing can be removed either by 
taking away the largely spurious states or by replacing v~j with ~j  = vu+ ctr~'ri/b 2 
for the O D P N  matrix elements (ct = 0.95 MeV for the Rosenfeld interaction v), in 
which case one must still take care that excited states do not have large spurious com- 
ponents. The operator r~ ' r  i is proportional to the two-body piece of R 2 (where 
R = (l/A))-'.i rl). We note that because of the properties of  oscillator wave functions 
and the fact that R operates on the c.m. coordinates, R 2 will only give non-zero 
matrix elements between the 0p-0h state and the 2s spurious state with the same rela- 
tive wave function i.e. R a picks out the amount  of  2s spurious state in a given wave 
function. Physically this procedure corresponds to subtracting the expectation value 
of  the c.m. kinetic energy (which is related to (R2) )  so that the Hamiltonian contains 
kinetic and potential terms, both of which are functions of  relative coordinates only. 
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Now we wish to consider the mixing, for example,of 2p-lh and 4p-3h states. We 
can clearly expect that components in the 4p-3h states which can be formed by operat- 
ing on the 2p-lh wave functions with the 2s c.m. raising operator will give a non- 
negligible effect, even though the intensity of  spurious states in our wave functions is 
small. We must therefore use ~,j, but since exclusion principle effects can be expected 
to play a role here the best value for :t is unclear. However, we note that for our 
particular purposes taking ~ j  instead of o~j gives essentially identical results to simply 
reducing the strength of  the potential, Vo. We therefore used a potential v', where 
the strength, V o = - 4 2  MeV, was adjusted to give the lowest ½- in 170 at the ex- 
perimental energy. This would correspond to a value of  ~ a little smaller ( ~  10 ~ )  
than suggested above, but of  the same order of  magnitude. We believe that the above 
procedure gives a more reliable estimate of  the mixing of n-hole and (n+ 2)-hole 
states. We shall quote eigenvectors obtained using v' only, since those obtained from 
v are closely similar, although the energies may differ significantly. 
It is also necessary to include the Coulomb interaction, which gives very small off- 
diagonal matrix elements, but can make a significant contribution to the diagonal 
matrix elements e.g. in 170 for the 4p-3h states with T 1 = 0 and T 2 = ½, a contribu- 
tion of  - 1 . 7  MeV. Since the Coulomb interaction gives scalar, vector and tensor 
terms in the isospin, some extension of eqs. (15)-(20) is required. 
5. Application 
A number of  interesting features emerge from the Gillet p-h interaction. The diag- 
onal matrix elements can be approximated to within ~ 1 MeV by retaining only 
space scalar terms with (11/~t) = (I2~2) = (00). Of  these the terms with 6 ,0 = 0 
and Y = 0 or 1 give important contributions as shown by Zamick 3~), but the 
6 :  = 5 = 1 term can also give a significant effect (see ref. 36) where simple expres- 
sions are given for most of  the space scalar matrix elements of  interest). As regards 
the off-diagonal matrix elements which involve the same number of holes, the largest 
values are obtained between states with the same (:.•) structure i.e. (1',#'v) = (2,#v); 
v = 1, 2. Here contributions from space scalar and (Ilfiz) = (t2fi2) = (11), .L,f' = 2 
terms are predominant. It is not then too surprising that the matrix elements turn out 
to be insensitive to the small components in the linear combinations adopted for the 
p- and sd-shell eigenfunctions, justifying the retention of only five terms in tables 
1 and 2. 
Although the p-h matrix elements are insensitive to the precise linear combinations 
adopted, this is not true for the particle-particle and hole-hole matrix elements. Thus 
it is more favorable energy-wise to couple the linear combinations of  tables 1 and 2, 
rather than the states of  (sd) "1 with (2~pl) = (2nt ,0)  and p"~ with (22/a2) = (0, 
12-n2). Assuming these pure configurations rather than the actual linear combinations, 
we can analyse the low-lying eigenvectors obtained from diagonalization with a given 
n I and n z. We often obtain ~ 0.9 overlap with a state coupled to total (1,u) = 
(2n~, 12-n2)SJKsKI. (Here we have followed Harvey 17) in taking fixed Ks, the 
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projection of  J on the intrinsic axis, which implies a sum over L for S # 0.) The "real" 
overlap, however, is smaller because the amplitudes of (2nl, 0) and (0, 12-n2) are 
usually less than 1. We have also considered the coupling of I f  l] and If2] to total 
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EXPERIMENT I HOLE 3 HOLES MIXED V MIXED V' 
Fig. 1. The calculated and experimental T = 0 negative parity levels of t60, relative to the 0 + 
ground state. Experimental levels which have not been assigned negative parity and T = 0 arc omitted. 
In the following our method of cutting the basis will be to include all p-h states up 
to a given excitation energy. After examining a number of other configurations we 
also include those which give a significant effect on the low-lying spectrum. [n view of 
the above remarks, for a given number of holes one must examine those configura- 
tions which have the same (2p) structure as the low-lying states. 
We should point out here that our states contain components where the c.m. is 
not in a ] s state. Usually the intensity of such spurious components is small ( ~  5 ~o) 
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5.1. T H E  N E G A T I V E  P A R I T Y  LEVELS OF  ' 6 0  W I T H  T = 0 
In fig. 1 we compare  exper iment  37-4o)  and theory for the T = 0 negative pari ty 
states of  160. Co lumn two gives the results o f  diagonalizing the complete  I p-I h basis 
where we have removed the 1 - spurious state exactly. Following Mavromat i s  et al. 41) 
the d, /-d, /spli t t ing was modified slightly to the value of  5.58 MeV - the weighted mean 
of  the two strong states seen by Salisbury and Richards ,2). The  0 -  and 3 -  levels were 
used to determine the parameters  of  the Gillet interaction 31) so that  effects due to 
3p-3h states may be included. Nevertheless it is o f  interest to see whether  such states 
lie sufficiently low to explain the experimental  levels not given in the one-hole basis. 
We have taken a min imum ofa i l  3p-3h states with T I = T2 = ½ which are expected 
to lie below 20 MeV. The lowest 3p-3h states with T 1 = 7"2 = ~. lie at ~ 25 MeV and 
the off-diagonal matrix elements with the 3p-3h states with T, = T 2 = ½ are small, 
a l though they can have large matrix elements with the i p - lh  states. Such effects we 
assume to be included in the effective interaction. "lhe results o f  diagonalizing the 
3p-3h basis are given in fig. i, co lumn 3 and it is seen that the levels do not come suffi- 
ciently low in energy. We have examined a number  of  configurations but were unable 
to produce  any further  lowering. In part icular  we considered the off-diagonal matr ix  
elements of  the lowest 5p-5h states with T1 = 7"2 = ½, taking the configurat ion assign- 
ments  for the five holes f rom the work o f  Boyarkina 43). I hese turn out to be small 
and since the states lie at ~- 22 MeV their effect is negligible. 
The results o f  diagonalizing the 1 and 3 hole states together are given in fig. I, 
co lumns  4 and 5 and table 3, and we obtain significant mixing. Clearly the 3p-3h 
states are able to give large depressions for the lowest I - ,  2-  and 3-  levels, whereas 
the RPA depresses only the 3 -  significantly at.41). "l'he eigenvalues are more  reason- 
able for v' but the agreement  for the J = ! and 3 levels is still poor ,  a l though we do 
produce a 2* at approximate ly  the correct  energy. As regards states with J > 4, 
our  lowest 5 - ,  6 -  and 7 -  levels lie at 17.3, 20.2 and 19.2 MeV respectively. Experi- 
mental ly levels with J = 5-  and 7-  have been observed at 16.9 and 20.9 MeV. How-  
ever, whereas we predict no other  5-  levels below 20 MeV, there are three addit ional  
5 -  assignments  39,4o), including one at 14.7 MeV. It seems unlikely that  a 3p-3h basis 
could explain all these states, at least with this p-h interaction. 
5.2. T H E  N E G A T I V E  P A R I T Y  LEVELS OF  ' 7 0  
We have taken a min imum of  all 2p- lh  and 4p-3h states lying below 9 MeV. Since 
there is ra ther  little fl  strength in the levels o f  interest ,,4) the configurat ion consisting 
o f  a f.I. particle outside a closed 160 core has not been included. "l'he states formed by 
coupling the 2 + ground  state o f  four  particles with T, = I and the ½- ground state 
of  the three-hole system with 7"2 = ½ produce ,]- and ,}- states with total  T = ½ 
at 13.9 and 13.0 MeV respectively. They were not included as little mixing is expected 
with the low-lying states. Also not included were the 4p-3h states with T 1 = 1 or  2 
and T2 = ½ coupled to T = ½, the lowest o f  which are expected at ~ 23 MeV. 
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The results of diagonalizing the one-hole and three-hole bases separately and together 
are compared with experiment 3~, 44.45) in fig. 2 and the eigenfunctions for the mixed 
case are given in table 4. The 2p-lh states do not come low enough to explain the 
experimental spectrum, confirming the results of Margolis and de Takacsy 46). It is 
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EXPERIMENT I HOLE 3 HOLES MIXED V MIXED V' 
Fig. 2. The calculated and experimental negative parity levels of 170, relative to the It + ground state. 
Experimental levels which have not been assigned negative parity are omitted. 
cut 2p-lh basis agree quite well. Inclusion of  the 4p-3h states yields quite good agree- 
ment with experiment, although we have not managed to depress the J-  state suffi- 
ciently. For the higher levels the only serious disagreement occurs for the ~2- levels - 
we are missing two from the spectrum of 170 and also the analogues of the two ½- 
levels at ~ 7 MeV in 17F have yet to be identified 42). Also one must expect to find 
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the analogue in 170 of the (½, 3)-  level at 6.43 MeV in 17F [ref. ,7)], this may corre- 
spond to the additional theoretical ½- predicted at ~ 7.5 MeV. There is an additional 
theoretical 3-  level at 9.4 MeV, but in order to explain this experimental data it is 
probably necessary to greatly expand the basis including, for example, all (sd) 2 and 
(sd)* eigenfunctions which have predominantly (21# 1) = (02)and (42) respectively, 
although present indications are not too hopeful. These states would, however, mix 
very little with the lowest ,~- levels. 
As regards states with high spin, the t SN(a, d) 170 reaction is expected to populate 
strongly levels which have the structure (sd) 2 J1 = 5 Tt = 0, coupled to a Pat hole 4s). 
This leads to identifications of (Lfi-) for a level at 7.74 MeV, in good agreement with 
our predictions, and ({r-) for a level at 9.14 MeV. This latter level should be identified 
with our {*-  which lies at 9.05 MeV and has 58 9/o of the above configuration, rather 
than the $-  at 6.7 MeV, which is mainly (sd) 2 Jl  = 4 T 1 = 1 coupled to a pat hole 
(see table 4). 
The off-diagonal Coulomb matrix elements are very small and the diagonal ones are 
essentially constant for fixed n~, n2, TI, 7"2, T and its z-component Mr ,  implying 
constant Coulomb matrix elements. We can therefore easily estimate the difference in 
excitation energy of  the negative parity levels in t7F as compared to 1~O relative 
to their respective ground states. We get contributions from the differences in the 
relevant experimental binding energies and the sign of  the vector part of the Coulomb 
interaction. Together these give the following adjustments for 17F as compared to 
170: - 2p-lh (T 1 = 0)+0.42 MeV; 2p-lh (TI = 1) -0 .05  MeV, and 4p-3h (Tt = 0, 
T 2 = ½) +0.33 MeV. Using our wave functions these values give shifts of the right 
sign which are ~ I00 keV greater than experiment. The only exception is the -~- at 
5.7 MeV in 170 which experimentally is shifted by -0 .03  MeV in tTF, theoretically 
by +0.37 MeV. It should be noted that most of  the relevant levels in mass-17 are 
unbound and our treatment ignores the asymptotic behaviour of  the wave functions, 
as is usual in shell-model analyses. 
5.3. THE]NEGATIVE PARITY" STATE OF tSF AND tsO 
For taF we have taken a minimum ofal l  3p-lh states with T t = 7"2 = ½ and T = 0 
expected to lie below 8 MeV. The comparison with the known experimental negative 
parity levels 3~. 49, 5o) on the left of  fig. 3 shows that the 1- compares reasonably with 
experiment and also the 3 -  if we associate it with the most likely experimental can- 
didate 49) at 3.79 MeV. On the other hand, the 0-  and 2- agree poorly with experi- 
ment being ~ 2 MeV too high. From the wave functions given in table 5 we see that 
the main component of the 0-  wave function is (sd) a [3] (60) LI = 0, $1 = Jt  = ½ 
coupled to a pat hole. We have evaluated the off-diagonal matrix elements between 
this and the rest of the complete set of  3p-lh states. Assuming a constant energy 
separation of  6 MeV, usually an underestimate, first order perturbation theory gives a 
depression of  the lowest 0-  of only .~ 0.2 MeV. Thus the error does not seem to be 
in the cutting of the basis. Configurations of  type (sd)(fp) do not give a significant 
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effect and the low-lying 5p-3h states with 7"1 = 7"2 = ½ also seem unable to give an 
effect of  the magnitude required. The lowest of  these 5p-3h states given by coupling 
the ground states of  (sd) 5 with J~ = ~}* and p -~  with J2 = ½- leads to 1- and 2-  
states at ~ 8 MeV. Interaction with other three-hole states is expected to give depressions 
1 MeV and it may be important to include the 5p-3h states to explain the four 
levels at 5.5 to 6.5 MeV. Two of these are probably analogues of  the 180 1 - and 3-  
levels and since they have all been seen 50) in 14N(c(, ~)14N considerable isobaric spin 
MeV 
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Fig. 3. The calculated and experimental negative parity levels o£ lSF and taO, relative to their respec- 
tive ground states. Experimental levels which have not been assigned negative parity are omitted. 
mixing is indicated. Thus we require 1- and 3-  T = 0 levels in the vicinity, whereas 
the 2p-lh basis provides only the former. On the other hand this argument is contra- 
dicted by the recent work of  Mangelson et al. ~1) who suggest a (4 ÷) T = 0 assign- 
ment for the lower member of  this quartet so that the situation still appears fluid. The 
5p-3h states with TI = 7"2 = ~ were not considered since the lowest occurs at ~. 23 
MeV. 
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For 180 we have taken a minimum of all 3p-lh states with T1 = 7"2 = ½ coupled 
to T = l lying below I l MeV. The comparison on the right of  fig. 3 with the experi- 
mental levels for which negative parity has been assigned sT. s2-ss)  shows rather 
reasonable agreement. In saying this we note that the proton pick-up reaction from 
19F, which could be expected to populate levels with J = 0 - - 2 - ,  does in fact popu- 
late all the experimental levels in fig. 3, except the 5.52 MeV (2 - )  and the 8.04 MeV 
l - levels ss). The latter is expected to be a 3p-lh state with T~ = ~- (see below) and 
as regards the former only a rather tentative assignment of  negative parity has been 
made. Harvey s6) has interpreted the lowest levels in terms of a [442] (61) band, 
however, we find that such a band lies at a somewhat higher excitation energy than he 
suggests and our wave functions (see table 5) contain roughly equal amounts of  [442] 
and [4332]. The 3p-lh states with Tl = 7"2 = ½ are expected to mix little with those 
having T~ = ~), T 2 --- ½ the lowest of  which being a 3-  level at 8.15 MeV formed by 
coupling the (sd) s Jl  = ~+ ground state with a p~, hole. A J = l -  level may be ob- 
tained at 8.26 MeV with a similar isotopic spin structure and J~ = ½+ coupled to 
(0.96p~-~ +0.29p~~). We can tentatively identify these with the experimental 3-  and 
l - levels at 8.29 and 8.04 MeV, although for the l - we have used the theoretical ½ ÷ 
excitation energy which is 0.9 MeV less than the experimental value in ~90. However, 
some further depression of  this state is expected due to the 5p-3h states. The lowest 
5p-3h states with T~ = /'2 = ½, Tl = ½ and T2 = ~,, and TI = 7"2 = ~ lie at ~ 10, 
19 and 29 MeV respectively and will mix very little with the 3p-lh states having 
T~ = T2 -- ½. On the other hand we can expect the lowest 0 - - 3 -  levels of  fig. 3 to 
be pushed down by roughly 0.5 MeV with 5 )o mixing due to the 5p-3h states with 
T~ = ~ and 7"2 = ½. These are given by coupling the Jl = ~ ÷ and ½ + states (assumed 
[32] (62) ~c = 0, L -- 2 and 0) to the "]2 ---- ½- ground state and lie at ~ 15 MeV. 
We would predict the excitation energy of the negative parity levels in laNe to be 
larger by +0.32 MeV than in ~SO. "[he experimental value of +0.15 has the same sign, 
but is much smaller. Here we have used the probable assignment of  I -  for the 4.59 
MeV level in ~8Ne due to L'Ecuyer et ul. quoted in ref. s~). 
5.4. THE NEGATIVE PARITY STATES OF 19F 
We have included all states of  4 particles with TI = 0 and J~ = 0, 0", 2, 4, 6 
coupled to a p~ or Pt hole. The theoretical results for 19F are shown in fig. 4 together 
with the known experimental levels 55.58) below 6.5 MeV. Table 5 gives the eigen- 
functions for these levels and also the I * -  and ~*- levels, which lie at .~, 8 MeV. 
If  the J = 0, 2 and 4 states of  2°Ne were pure (80) our lowest eigenfunctions would 
give overlaps ~ 0.93 with the (81) K.w = ½ band considered by Harvey 17). Our rela- 
tive spacings agree fairly well with his as the effect of diagonalizing the J = 0, 2 and 4 
matrices for 2°N0 is to  push down all the (80) states by ~ 2 MeV and the correspond- 
ing 20 ~o mixing of other configurations leaves the p-h matrix elements essentially 
unchanged. We find that our states which are equivalent to Harvey's  Kj = ~. band 
start at 6.4 MeV with the ½". This is higher than he predicts and the reason is that it is 
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more  favourab le  to have a larger  percentage o f  p~ hole in the low-lying levels than the 
(81) Ka = ½ coupl ing  scheme would  al low. 
TABLE 5 
Wave functions for the negative parity states of 1'O, leF and I~F 
J Jt Jz Jl Jz Jt Ja Jt Jz ") 
tSF3p-lh T = 0 ,  Tt = /'2 = t  
o l.oo ~ i 
l 0.98 t" i --0.16 ½ ! 
1" 0.95 ! ½ --0.29 ! ! 
2 --0.43 ! ~ 0.91 t ½ 
2* 0.91 ! ½ 0.43 t ½ 
3 0.99 t ½ 0.14 ! t 
5 1.0o t i 
teo 3p-lh T =  I, Tt = T2 =½ 
0 0.99 t t --0.15 ! ! 
1 0.97 t ½ 0.20 ½ ] 0.14 
1" --0.11 ½ ½ 0.97 ! ½ 0.18 
2 0.42 [ ½ 0.84 ! ½ --0.10 
2* 0.87 ! ½ --0.46 | ½ --0.17 
3 0.98 ! t~ --0.14 ! } 0.11 
5 1.00 ! ½ 
t9F 4p-lh T = ~, Tt = 0, 7"2 = ½ 
½ 0.98 0 ~ 0.17 2 ]- 
i* 1.00 O* ½ 
| 0.96 2 ½ --0.20 0 ! 0.18 
|* 0.86 0 ~ 0.49 2 t 
! 0.99 2 ½ 0.12 4 ] 
!* 0.99 2 | 0.16 4 | 
t 0.94 4 ½ --0.27 2 ! 0.22 
~* 0.15 4 ½ 0.89 2 ] 0.43 









0.32 | ] 
• ) See footnote to table 3. 
Our  theoret ica l  ca lcula t ion  accounts  very well for  all the known negative par i ty  
levels up to 4.5 MeV, a l though  the { - ,  ~ -  double t  is inverted.  However ,  above  4.5 
MeV there are  many  more  levels than theory  predicts .  Add i t i ona l  4 p - l h  states can be 
fo rmed  by coupl ing  the 2 + g round  state o f  4 par t ic les  with 7"1 = 1 to a P,t hole which 
gives rise to ~}- and  i -  p-h states at  7.9 and  7.2 MeV respectively. Obvious ly  coupl ing  
holes to the low lying levels o f  2°F can p roduce  a number  o f  p-h states, but  they 
should  mix little with states based on Z°Ne. It is also unl ikely that  this will result  in 
new states below 5.5 MeV. 
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As regards the 6p-3h states the lowest of  those with T~ = 0 T2 = ½ and T I = 1 
7"2 = ½ are calculated to be at 12.5 and 9.2 MeV respectively. ! n both cases we have 
assumed the structure [42](82) r = 0, L = 0, 2, 4 for the particles with J1 = 1, 3, 4 
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Fig. 4. The calculated and experimental negative parity levels of  t9F, relative to the ½+ ground state. 
Experimental levels which have not been assigned negative parity are omitted. 
states and lower their energy positions. In one case we obtained as much as 0.5 MeV 
by only 5 % mixing o f  a 6p-3h configuration. Several o f  these effects have to be in- 
vestigated further. Preliminary indications are that such considerations will not alter 
the relative spacings within, for example, the ½-, ] - ,  etc. group o f  levels but may alter 
the spacing between groups i.e. the ½---~*- splitting may be somewhat modified. 
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Benson and Flowers 59) have recently obtained results which are similar to ours. 
However, in order to get the lowest ½- state in the correct position they need a p , - d !  
splitting some 4.4 MeV less than the experimental value. 1his is due to the neglect of  
the Coulomb p-h interaction which contributes - 0 . 9  MeV and the use of  Kallio-Kollt- 
veit interaction. For this interaction the complete scalar term with .W -- ~ = 3 -  = 0 
in eq. (15) is more strongly repulsive than for the Gillet potential 36) and results in 
about 3.3 MeV more repulsion in diagonal matrix elements. To reproduce the nega- 
tive parity levels in the 4-6 MeV region Benson and Flowers s9) take a p , -p~ splitting 
some 2 MeV less than the experimental tSN value. This may be understood as an 
approximate procedure to include effects from high-lying 4p-l h and particularly 6p-3h 
states as discussed above. 
In common with Benson and Flowers 59) we find the 3.91 MeV level, known to 
have J = J, difficult to understand. If  it has negative parity our ~*- lies at too great 
an excitation energy and although Benson and Flowers predict a lower energy, this 
state should be populated strongly in the proton pick-up reaction on 2°Ne, which is 
not the case for the 3.91 MeV level 55). As regards positive parity candidates, the 
(sd) 3 basis, which otherwise appears to give reasonable agreement up to 5 MeV, pro- 
duces a ~*+ level at 6.9 MeV. The lowest core excited 5p-2h state (TI = ½, 7"2 = i) 
is predicted at 6.5 MeV, again much too high. 
Our formulation predicts that the excitation energy of the negative parity states in 
19Ne be larger by +0.38 MeV than in 19F whereas the experimental figure is +0.15 
MeV. Again we have the correct sign, but the magnitude is too large. 
As we have suggested the Coulomb p-h interaction can be accurately approximated 
by a constant, c, multiplied by the number of  proton particles and holes, averaged 
with the square of  the appropriate isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. We have used 
a value o fc  = 0.43 MeV, calculated with b = 1.7 fm. Then, as we have seen, the theo- 
retical displacements of  the members of  a given isospin multiplet are much larger than 
given experimentally, although generally of  the right sign. Except for the ~- level in 
mass-17 which remains an anomaly, agreement with experiment can be achieved (to 
within ~ 50 keV) either by reducing the value of c to 0.29 MeV or by adopting an 
A-  * dependence for the displacement energy between the Tz = - ½ and + ½ members 
of  the T = ½ doublets of  one and three holes (i.e. for mass-19 the Coulomb displace- 
ment energy of a hole in the p-shell is reduced by a factor ( ~ ) t  from the experimental 
value). The former procedure does not seem to be indicated since with oscillator wave 
functions it corresponds to taking the unreasonable value o fb  = 2.5 fm and the use of  
Woods-Saxon wave functions appears to lead to only a very small reduction in the 
parameter c. 
5.5. THE POSITIVE PARITY STATES IN MASS-18 
Consider first the positive parity levels in 1 SO. In columns 1-3 of fig. 5 we give the 
experimental spectrum s4) and the results of  diagonalizing the 2p-0h and 4p-2h con- 
figurations separately. In the 4p-2h case we have found it necessary to include at least 
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4 part icles  with Tt = 0 and  dl = 0, 2, 4 coupled  to two holes with T 2 = 1 and 
J2 = 0, 2. A l though  the main  componen t s  o f  the low-lying 0 ÷ and 2 ÷ states have the 
2 holes coupled  to J,_ = 0, they have been pushed down by 0.9 and  0.6 MeV respec- 
tively by mixing with states involving coupl ing  o f  the holes to J2 = 2. In es t imat ing  the 
energies o f  the 4p-2h conf igura t ions  it does not  therefore  seem a good  a pp rox ima t ion  
to restrict  the holes to the p~-2 configurat ion.  
TABLE 6 
Wave functions for the positive parity states of ' so ,  T = 1 
0 hole 2 hole 
Tt = 1, J2 = T2 = 0 Tl = 0 ,  T2 = i 
J Jt Jt Jt Jz Jl Jz Jt J2 Jt J2 ") 
0 0.96 0 --0.30 0 0 
0* 0.26 0 --0.36 0* 0.85 0 0 0.17 0* 0 0.22 2 2 
0"* 0.92 0* 0.35 0 0 0.13 2 2 
2 0.96 2 -0.25 2 0 
2* 0.95 2* -0.25 2 0 
2** 0.23 2 0.26 2* 0.89 2 0 0.17 0 2 -0.17 2 2 
3 1.00 3 
4 0.99 4 --0.16 4 0 
4* 0.14 4 0.51 4* 0.81 4 0 0.19 2 2 -0.17 4 2 
0.14 4 2 
*) Sec footnote to tablc 3. 
The  results o f  d iagonal iz ing  the zero- and  two-hole  states together  are  given in fig. 5. 
Here all the 2p-0h levels have been shifted in energy without  changing their  relative 
posi t ions.  This has been done  in o rder  to ob ta in  the final g round  state af ter  d iagona l -  
izat ion at  zero energy which on our  energy scale is the posi t ion o f  the physical  g round  
state. The shifts are  0.4 MeV for 180 and  1.0 MeV for t a F  using potent ia l  d and show 
the increase in b inding  energy due to the p-h admixtures .  We note that  nearly the 
same increase in b inding  energy is ob ta ined  f rom K u o ' s  matr ix  elements  27) by in- 
c luding 4p-2h exci ta t ions  in a pe r tu rba t ion  calculat ion,  i t  is also interest ing to note 
that  our  shifts are  not i ncomparab le  with those found by K a h a n a  et al. 60) when 
the bare  G-matr ix  elements  are calcula ted with W o o d s - S a x o n  ra ther  than ha rmonic  
osc i l la tor  wave functions.  Our  final e igenfunct ions  given in table 6 are hardly  affected 
by this procedure ,  except  for  the 0* +. Here the shift removes a near  degeneracy be- 
tween the unpe r tu rbed  2p-0h and 4p-2h pos i t ions  so that  the 0* ÷ becomes largely 
4p-2h. This is s t rongly favoured  by the y. t ransi t ions.  The  spec t rum is reasonable  be- 
low 5.5 MeV except  that  we do  not  ob ta in  sufficient spl i t t ing between the 0* and 0"*. 
The  lowest  4p-2h states with T 1 = 1, T 2 = 1 and 0 lie a t  11 and 13 MeV respectively 
and  are not  expected to give a significant effect. As regards  the 4p-2h states with 
T t = 2 T 2 = I, the lowest  o f  which lies a t  10.6 MeV, zero off -diagonal  matr ix  ele- 
ments  are  given with our  4p-2h states with Tt = 0, but  the off -diagonal  matr ix  ele- 
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ments with our 2p-0h states are very large as pointed out by Brown and Green to). 
Since the effect of  such states is to push down the 2p-0h levels by roughly the same 
amount,  we have not further considered them. 
In the 5.5-7.5 MeV region of  excitation energy we see that there are four levels 
found experimentally which have not been assigned definite negative parity and which 







(2" )  
4 t  
4 ~ 
n 4 ~  
(2" )  
34- 
~ 0  ~- 
_ _  0 ~" - -  0 ~- - -  4+ 
4"t 
0 4. 
2 "  - -  2 + 
2 "  
0 ~ 0 + ~ 0 "  ~ 0 ÷  
EXPERIMENT 0 HOLE 2 HOLES MIXED V' 
Fig. 5. The calculated positive parity levels of xsO and the experimental spectrum (levels assigned 
definite negative parity are omitted). 
level probably corresponds to the theoretical 4 *+ state. We expect no additional 
2p-0h or 4p-2h states in this r e#on  and estimate the lowest 6p-4h state (T1 = 1, 
T 2 = 0) at ~ l0 MeV. Thus the structure of  the remaining three levels remains 
unclear. 
For tSF we shall discuss only the T = 0 levels, since the T = 1 levels are the 
analogues of  those already discussed for tSO. We have considered 4p-2h states with 
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7"1 = 7"2 = 1 are not expected to be important,  the lowest lying at ~ 10 MeV. In 
fig. 6 we give the results of  diagonalizing the 2p-0h and 4p-2h states separately and 
together. These results are compared with the experimental spectrum 49,61), where 
we have omitted negative parity and T = 1 levels. The wave functions are given in 
table 7. 
,MeV 
5 . 5 -  
3 +  
3 - ( I , 2 , 3 )  ~ I + 2 '  
2 t  
2 + , 3  * 2 *  
m 2 ~, 
5 +  
3 "  
0 ~ I *  ~ I~" ~ L *  
EXPERIMENT O HOLE 2 HOLES MIXED V' 
Fig. 6. The calculated positive par i ty  T = 0 Icvcls o f  ~BF and the experimental spectrum (levels 
assigned definite negative par i ty or T = l are omitted). 
The I + ground state wave function is largely 2p-0h and contains rather little of  the 
dominant configuration of  the I *+ i.e. 4p-2h with J~ = 0, ,/2 = 1. The reason for 
this small mixing is that as would be expected in thej - j  coupling limit, the ! ÷ ground 
state of  I4N has as the dominant piece of  the wave function (02) with L = 2 rather 
than L = 0 (see table 2). Hence, in the limit o fpure  SU3 wave functions the relevant 
matrix element vanishes. The low-lying 3 + and 5 + levels are largely of  a 2p-0h nature 
and their excitation energies are somewhat greater than suggested by experiment. 
Experimentally 2 ÷ levels are observed at 2.52 and 3.84 MeV and both the 
160(aHe, p)lSF and 14N(TLi, t)~aF reactions ~,6~)  suggest a 4p-2h structure for the 
lower level and a 2p-0h structure for the higher one. In contrast we predict 2 + levels 
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at 3.4 and 3.8 MeV with 63 % and 24 Yo 2p-0h admixtures respectively. Clearly this 
indicates that our two-hole 2 + level lies too high. The (7Li, t) data further suggests that 
the level at 3.36 MeV ( j r  = 2 +, 3 +) has a 4p-2h structure with j r  = 3 +, which is in 
agreement with our prediction for the 3 *+. The 4.12 MeV 3 + level should then pre- 
sumably correspond to our 3** + which is largely 2p-0h, although the excitation energy 
(5.9 MeV) is not in good agreement. The (3He, p) work seems consistent with a 2p-0h 
structure for either state. 
It seems reasonable to associate our mostly 2p-0h I** + level with the experimental 
I t + ~ level seen at 3.72 MeV. Since only the level at 4.84 MeV has been assigned definite 
J = 1 and we do not expect a negative parity level in this region, we tentatively make 
the correspondence with our I*** + level. This level is largely 4p-2h and contains 61 
of the configuration with J1 = 2, J2 = 1 which might be expected to be strongly 
excited by the (TLi, t) reaction. However, the (7Li, t) data shows large cross sections 
for the 4.23 MeV level (J  = 2(1)) and the 5.30 MeV level (J" = 1 +, 2, 3). As regards 
the 4.23 MeV level, it has a 12 % branch to the 2.1 MeV 2- level 49) and this may 
indicate negative parity as suggested by Benson and Flowers 59). We note that the 
(7Li, t) reaction does sometimes populate negative parity levels quite strongly e.g. the 
2.1 MeV 2-  level and also that we predict a 2-  level at 5.1 MeV (see fig. 3) for which 
this level appears the best candidate. The origin of the large cross section for the 
5.30 MeV level is not clear. It may be that this is the i ***+, in which case it would 
seem unreasonable to associate the 4.84 MeV level with our next predicted I ÷ level 
at 6.3 MeV, although this does have only very small components involving the ground 
state of 14N. Middleton ct al. 61 ) take this 5.3 MeV level to have a 4p-2h configuration 
with Ji = 4, J2 = 1 coupled to J"  = 3 +, although our calculation indicates that this 
configuration lies at approximately 8 MeV. 
Thus taking the assignment of  3-  for the 3.79 MeV level we have an explanation of 
all the levels up to 4 MeV although the theoretical excitation energies are usually 
somewhat larger than the experimental ones, sometimes markedly so. Above 4 MeV 
the comparison between theory and experiment is difficult, in particular the doublet 
at 4.4 MeV does not fit in with our predictions. 
It seems clear that agreement with experiment would be improved by lowering all 
our 4p-2h states with T = 0 uniformly, while leaving those with T = 1 unchanged. 
Benson and Flowers 59) have essentially done this by taking the p,~-d~ splitting as a 
free parameter  in their calculations. They need a value substantially smaller than that 
deduced from the experimental binding energies, as was the case in 19F also. Bearing 
in mind this difference their results are rather similar to ours. This suggests a lack of 
sensitivity to the precise details of  the calculation. 
In table 7 we give for later use the wave functions of  the 4, 1"*** and 5* triplet 
which lies at 6.25 MeV and the 2** level predicted at ,~ 8 MeV. We also give the 
wave functions we have obtained for the ground and first excited states of  tTO. We 
comment  only that they contain approximately the same amounts of  0, 2 and 4 (close 
to zero) hole configurations as obtained by Brown and Green 1o). 
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6. Conclusions 
We conclude that the weak coupling model generally gives a good description of the 
low-lying p-h states. It appears to be most favourable only to couple in J and T the 
eigenfunetions obtained by diagonalizing (sd) nl and p".  The additional p-h interaction 
gives mainly diagonal matrix elements in this basis which simply lead to an energy 
shift. This shift is very insensitive to the exact form of the particle and hole wave func- 
tions, whereas for n particles in an oscillator shell small admixtures can affect the 
energy considerably; we conclude that the most important correlations are those 
between particles and holes separately. Our final states can therefore be approximately 
identified by their appropriate particle and hole eigenfunctions. By this procedure we 
are able to reduce the shell-model basis rather severely. The off-diagonal matrix 
elements between states with the same number of  holes are generally small, except for 
the special cases where both states have the same (~./~) structure for the particles and 
the holes. This, however, does not produce states which have total ()./~) as a good 
quantum number. In the rather few cases where configurations with different numbers 
of  particles are nearly degenerate the off-diagonal matrix elements (ODPN) may 
produce considerable mixing. 
Shell-model calculations which include excitations between different oscillator 
shells can produce spurious states due to c.m. excitations. We have pointed out that 
this is likely to give a sizeable effect and for our particular purposes a reduction of the 
ODPN matrix elements is indicated. 
We expect our method to give the main components of the wave functions, since 
we have included the states lying in the region of interest. However, we have found a 
number of states at high excitation energies which have large off-diagonal matrix 
elements with low-lying states containing a smaller number of holes. Brown and 
Green to) have compared such effects to the unlinked clusters of perturbation theory 
which lower the energies of all states uniformly without affecting the relative spacings. 
The role of these effects, however, in a consistent shell-model framework is not clear. 
As regards specific predictions, the major discrepancies occur for the 160 J = 1- 
and 3-  levels and the ISF J = 0-  and 2-  levels where we are not able to get the p-h 
states sufficiently low in energy. At least for the tSF J = 0-  level the trouble does not 
seem to lie in the cutting of  the basis. We therefore examined the matrix elements ~//'0 
of  the Gillet potential to see if some modification of them could improve agreement 
with experiment. We were unable to find such a modification and it seems likely that 
this simple form of potential is too restrictive. 
As remarked, the electromagnetic transition rates are important quantities to 
compare with experiment. These will be discussed, together with the spectroscopic 
factors, in a later paper. 
We would like to acknowledge many valuable discussions with Professor K. T. 
Hecht. We also thank Professor G. E. Brown for some valuable comments and 
Dr. J. Flores for sending us his sd-shell results. 
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